## Hospitality: Isolation Signage and Cleaning Responsibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISOLATION SIGN</th>
<th>PPE REQUIRED DURING CLEAN OF OCCUPIED ROOMS</th>
<th>PPE REQUIRED DURING DISCHARGE CLEAN</th>
<th>NURSING RESPONSIBILITY</th>
<th>SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **STANDARD PRECAUTIONS** | *NOVEL RESPIRATORY ISOLATION*  
Gown, Gloves, N95 Face Shield or PAPR  
Do not enter room during an aerosol-generating procedure and for 1 hour** after procedure. | *STANDARD PRECAUTIONS*  
Gown, Gloves, Surgical Mask, Eye Protection  
Wait for 1 hour** after patient discharge before entering the room  
Hospitality takes down sign upon completion and gives sign-in sheet to unit HUSC | Nursing removes the caddy upon discharge | If room to be cleaned before 1 hour** timeline, N95/face shield or PAPR, gown, gloves required.  **Wait times may be shorter depending upon air changes/hour (ACH) |
| **STANDARD PRECAUTIONS** | *DROPLET ISOLATION*  
Surgical Mask, Eye Protection | *STANDARD PRECAUTIONS*  
Surgical Mask, Eye Protection | Nursing removes the caddy upon discharge | None |
| **STANDARD PRECAUTIONS** | *AIRBORNE ISOLATION*  
N95 or PAPR | *STANDARD PRECAUTIONS*  
N95 or PAPR  
Wait for 1 hour** after patient discharge before entering the room  
Hospitality takes down sign upon completion | Nursing removes the caddy upon discharge | If room to be cleaned before 1 hour** timeline, N95 or PAPR required  **Wait times may be shorter depending upon air changes/hour (ACH) |
| **STANDARD PRECAUTIONS** | *CONTACT ISOLATION*  
Gown, Gloves | *STANDARD PRECAUTIONS*  
Gown, Gloves  
Hospitality takes down sign upon completion | Nursing removes the caddy upon discharge | None |
| **STANDARD PRECAUTIONS** | *ENTERIC CONTACT ISOLATION*  
Gown, Gloves  
Clean hands with soap and water on exit | *STANDARD PRECAUTIONS*  
Gown, Gloves  
Clean hands with soap and water on exit  
Hospitality takes down sign upon completion | Nursing removes the caddy upon discharge | Discard open boxes of gloves upon discharge |

**Wait times may be shorter depending upon air changes/hour (ACH)**

---

*Standard Precautions plus: gown, gloves, N95/facemask or PAPR.*  
Do not enter room during an aerosol-generating procedure and for 1 hour** after procedure.

*Standard precautions plus: gown, gloves, surgical mask, eye protection.*  
Wait for 1 hour** after patient discharge before entering the room.

*Nursing removes the caddy upon discharge.*